
Experienced Managers with A Dose Of “Healthy Paranoia” 

Will Thrive in the Post-Covid Downturn 

• The Covid-19 crisis has triggered a downturn, bringing challenges that experienced managers can overcome with strict

investment discipline, partnering with private equity sponsors and active monitoring of credits.

• Highly opportunistic distressed credit strategies may not offer the stable, consistent returns that other credit strategies,

such as subordinated credit, can offer.

• Experienced managers focused on non-distressed credit will continue to originate strong transactions for credits in the

secondary and primary market.

• Evidence following the Great Financial Crisis (“GFC”) can help anticipate what could happen after the current downturn.

We expect a more lender-friendly environment with attractive yields, ESG opportunities and strong credit opportunities.

Since the Covid-19 disease became a pandemic and measures were taken around the world to mitigate its impact, many 

countries have entered a recession. A greater number of defaults and financial restructurings are likely results. Against this 

background, attention has turned to the challenges facing private credit managers. 

Private credit is certainly a different space compared what it was during the GFC. It has since moved from being specialist 

and niche to a more established and important component of a diversified investment portfolio. This growth has seen 

greater commitments to private corporate credit, greater AUM, more opportunities for direct lenders and other non-bank 

institutional investors, and the establishment of new products and strategies untested by a downturn such as unitranche. 

Drawing on our 20 years of experience, we will discuss how managers can take advantage of opportunities and mitigate 

risks during the downturn. We will explore which strategies are most likely to provide attractive risk-adjusted returns and 

why now is a particularly attractive time to invest in private credit.  

Credit Selection is Critical 

Managers should adopt an approach of “healthy paranoia” at all times and ensure selectivity and caution when originating 

opportunities.  

Some industries prove more resilient over the different stages of the credit cycle. For example, healthcare and subscription-

based services generally prove more stable than highly cyclical or trend-related industries, such as fashion retail, automotive 

and leisure and travel. A key lesson we learnt from investing during the GFC was to avoid industries such as household 

durables, which are more correlated to economic cycles and cannot sustain the leveraged structures deployed by private 

equity sponsors in a downturn. We also learnt to avoid businesses in the paper and forest products industry, where exposure 

to raw material price pressure fluctuations contributed to the underperformance of some of our portfolio companies. In 

comparison, we have never experienced a loss on a company in the Health Care or Information Technology sectors.  
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Figure 1. Source: MV Credit, period between 2000 - 2020. Data as at 30
th

 June 2020 across MV Credit’s senior-and 

subordinated-focused vehicles
1

.

Additionally, we target upper mid-cap companies which typically have lower credit risk than smaller companies. Smaller 

companies are usually more local or regional in nature and can have revenue streams more reliant on a single geography 

or single product. Higher revenue diversification and larger scale make borrowers less sensitive to external shocks (such 

as the Covid-19 pandemic). This would suggest that strategies targeting smaller borrowers, such as unitranche, may not 

necessarily create a defensive and robust portfolio in a downturn.  

Ensuring Further Downside Protection 

Private credit managers can ensure further downside protection by investing in companies sponsored by private equity 

investors:  

• With the appropriate private equity partner, sponsors can be relied on to manage borrower companies and may be

preferable to family-owned businesses, particularly in a stressed environment.

• Private equity sponsors are typically able to reinforce or change a management team to reflect the challenge that a

business faces during difficult times. We believe this option is unavailable in a family-owned business where the owners

and management are sometimes the person or related.

• The support of private equity sponsors can therefore be crucial to achieving a recovery on an underperforming

business. We saw examples of this during the GFC, where some sponsors took supportive steps for underperforming

companies such as injecting new equity and even completing credit buy-backs to reduce borrower companies’ leverage.

Monitoring and Proactive Management is Key 

In our experience, private credit managers with strong monitoring processes can usually spot when a borrower company 

is underperforming by looking out for early warning signals. We have an additional, dedicated and impartial Credit 

Monitoring Team that systematically reviews and monitors each investment alongside the Deal Team. This ensures that we 

can proactively address and make decisions concerning troubled credits early, which usually involves triggering a 

conversation with the private equity sponsor. Looking back on our portfolio during the GFC, on several occasions we 

initiated conversations with sponsors of companies which went onto underperform; helping us to minimise risk-adjusted 

losses by taking action early. 

As investors seek attractive opportunities to time this moment in the cycle, they may look to opportunistic strategies such 

as distressed credit. However, we believe that distressed lending has its limitations.  

Setting aside the significant ESG concerns with distressed credit managers’ investment strategy (which can be viewed as 

more confrontational towards stakeholders than collaborative with them, and as potentially adding challenges to borrower 
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companies in a period of stress), there may be factors negatively impacting their performance. Following the last downturn, 

private equity sponsors restricted transfers to distressed private credit funds
2

, which may limit the opportunities available 

to distressed funds, even in a downturn.  

Additionally, distressed buyers may invest in more cyclical industries such as hospitality, retail and automotive, as the 

current downturn has negatively impacted these industries. However, we believe that this downturn and the Covid-19 crisis 

may dramatically change the business models of such industries, potentially over the long term. This makes distress 

lenders’ investments not comparable on a like-for-like and risk adjusted basis with traditional private credit lending 

strategies  

Finally, subordinated credit funds outperformed distressed credit funds 60% of the time between 2003 and 2017, and their 

returns were less volatile. Admittedly, distressed credit was higher yielding and slightly less volatile in 2008 (although more 

volatile in 2007 and 2009, and lower yielding in 2007). Distressed credit is a highly opportunistic asset class and tends to 

offer less favourable risk-adjusted returns compared to subordinated credit, apart from the odd vintage. Timing this vintage 

will be crucial to making an attractive investment in distressed credit, but we believe it is impossible for a private credit 

manager to time the cycle. 

Figure 2. Source: Preqin. Subordinated Debt universe consists of Global Mezzanine with vintages 2003 - 2017. 

Performance for funds with vintage year 2018 - 2019 not yet available. Data retrieved 28
th

 July 2020.  
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Figure 3. Source: Preqin. Subordinated Debt universe consists of Global Mezzanine with vintages 2003 - 2017. Standard 

deviation for funds with vintage year 2018 - 2019 not yet available. Data retrieved 28
th

 July 2020.  

Investors do not need to commit to distressed credit managers to take advantage of private credit opportunities during a 

downturn. Admittedly during a downturn, volume and issuance of loans initially decreases, with M&A activity subdued 

during the initial period of uncertainty (Figure 4). However, a good private credit manager can leverage existing 

relationships to create their own opportunities. For example, we have originated and closed attractive investments, both 

on the primary and secondary market, during times of market distress (including the Covid-19 crisis). 

Figure 4. Source: LCD, an offering of S&P Global Market Intelligence. Data retrieved 28
th

 July 2020. 

Discounted Secondary Market 

The average bid price for the leveraged loans in the ELLI took a sharp nosedive in Q1 2020, falling to 78.92 in March 2020 

before rebounding somewhat
3

. However, we were able to commit to a number of high-quality investments at attractive 
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yields on the secondary market. Experienced managers with a focused database of credits are in a particularly strong 

position, as they have tracked some companies for years. For example, our co-mingled senior-focused vehicle is committed 

to senior-secured assets in 7 high conviction, well-known companies, which were originated at discounted prices on the 

secondary market
4

.  

Relationship-Led Primary Market 

Private credit managers with a reputation for being reliable and constructive during the credit structuring process are still 

able to originate attractive investments. Also important are strong relationships with private equity sponsors. Examples of 

opportunities we have seen since Q2 2020 include restructuring failed syndications which were not launched due to the 

Covid-19 crisis and top-up financing to support potential expansion or partial dividend recapitalisations. We have recently 

been able to offer bespoke financing to support the refinancing of an upper mid-cap subscription-based business. Since 

March 2020 we have committed to 5
5

 new portfolio companies on the primary market, with these companies offering 

attractive yields in stable sectors, sponsored by reputable private equity investors. 

Evidence from the Last Crisis 

Following a downturn, the credit cycle enters a period of repair and recovery. After the GFC, demand amongst private credit 

managers for new credits rose slowly and MV Credit expects a similar trend following the current downturn.  

This period was marked by better economics which drove attractive returns for private credit, with 2008 vintages notable 

for their high returns (Figure 5). Whilst this data is for global private credit funds, we expect European funds to follow a 

similar trend. We believe that 2020/2021 vintages will also be high returning in a similarly favourable environment. 

Figure 5. Source: Preqin. Universe consists of Global Mezzanine and Direct Lending funds with vintages 2003 - 2017. 

Performance for funds with vintage year 2018 - 2019 not yet available. Data retrieved 28
th

 July 2020.
6 

 

Opportunities for Private Credit Lenders 

Despite a downturn presenting challenges for private credit managers, new investments are expected to generate higher 

yields, with more favourable lending terms and in credits that will be reviewed against a “post-Covid” economic 

environment. Coming out of the downturn, we expect the strongest credits to come to market first with portfolios that 

invest in cyclical industries struggling and assets in more cyclical industries likely to have trouble sourcing financing.  

Lenders may gain improved positions when making investments and may gain more information rights and other 

documentation rights (such as reducing cash leakage). ESG will likely remain an important consideration for private credit 

managers, with ESG alignment key to securing returns. Borrower companies that are found lacking in ESG can pose a risk 

to returns if their business model is unsustainable. Over time, we expect this to become more formalised, with a more 

lender-friendly environment potentially supporting a push by managers.  
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We believe that now is a particularly attractive time to invest in private credit to secure attractive risk-adjusted returns. The 

best managers can draw on significant investment experience across cycles and aim to build and pro-actively manage 

resilient portfolios.  

 CONCLUSION 



 

         

Disclaimer  

This White Paper (this “White Paper”) is being provided by MV Credit Partners LLP (“MV Credit”), a firm authorised and 

regulated by the UK Financial Conduct Authority (the “FCA”). 

This White Paper is not intended to create any right of a legally binding or enforceable nature between MV Credit and the 

recipient in respect of the provision of services or products. It does not purport to be a comprehensive review of any 

recipient’s investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs. The contents of this White Paper do not constitute 

legal, tax or investment advice. 

Recipients of this White Paper should make their own investigations and evaluations of the information contained herein 

and investors should consult their own legal, tax or relevant professional advisor or attorney with regard to their specific 

situations. 

No representation or warranty is or will be made or given, express or implied, and no responsibility or liability will be 

accepted by or on behalf of MV Credit nor any of their affiliates or respective members, directors, officers, employees, 

advisers, agents, representatives, subsidiaries or corporate parents or by any other person as to, or in relation to, the 

accuracy, fairness, correctness or completeness of the preliminary information contained in this White Paper, the 

information or opinions contained herein or supplied herewith or any other written or oral information made available to 

any person, which all remain subject to amendment and updating and which may not be complete. No liability whatsoever 

(for negligence or otherwise) is accepted by MV Credit nor any of their affiliates or respective members, directors, officers, 

employees, advisers, agents, representatives, subsidiaries or corporate parents for any loss howsoever arising, directly or 

indirectly, from any use of this White Paper or otherwise arising in connection therewith. 

This material is communicated in accordance with Article 14 (Investment Professionals), Article 21 (Certified high net worth 

individuals) and Article 22 (High net worth companies) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Promotion of 

Collective Investment Schemes) (Exemptions) Order 2001, or pursuant to the permitted exemptions made available by the 

FCA in section 4.12 of its Conduct of Business Sourcebook and is not intended for retail clients (as defined in the FCA Rules) 

who should not, and cannot, rely on information here. Any offering or solicitation will be made only to such qualified 

prospective investors at a later date pursuant to the relevant offering documentation and/or investment agreement of a 

relevant investment product, all of which should be read in their entirety. 

The distribution of this White Paper in other jurisdictions may be restricted by law, and persons into whose possession this 

White Paper comes should inform themselves about, and observe, any such restrictions. 

Neither MV Credit nor any of its directors, officers, employees, advisers, agents, representatives, subsidiaries, corporate 

parents and affiliates undertake any obligation to update or revise this White Paper, the information or opinions contained 

herein or supplied here with or any other written or oral information made available to any of the prospective investors and 

their respective directors, officers, employees, advisers, agents and representatives. 

1 Figure 1: Past performance is not indicative of future results and there can be no assurance that any historical trends will 

continue. The sectors shown are those through which MV Credit funds have invested. Losses and defaults refer to losses 

experienced by MV Credit funds. Sector classifications are defined by MV Credit. Losses are defined as realised investments 

which achieved TVPI of less than 1x, calculated as total distributed minus total invested. 

2 Source: https://uk.reuters.com/article/sponsors-restrict-loan-sales-in-private-idUKL8N29E35W  

3 Source: LCD, an offering of S&P Global Market Intelligence; S&P European Leveraged Loan Index. Data retrieved 28
th

 July 

2020.  

4 Source: MV Credit propriety data, as at 28
th

 July 2020.  

5 Source: MV Credit propriety data, as at 28
th

 July 2020.   

6 Figure 5: Performance data shown represents past performance and is no guarantee of, and not necessarily indicative of 

future results. 
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and investment advisory and agency business as a Financial Instruments Business Operator. Registered address: 1-4-5, 
Roppongi, Minato-ku, Tokyo.  

In Taiwan: Provided by Natixis Investment Managers Securities Investment Consulting (Taipei) Co., Ltd., a Securities 
Investment Consulting Enterprise regulated by the Financial Supervisory Commission of the R.O.C. Registered address: 34F., 
No. 68, Sec. 5, Zhongxiao East Road, Xinyi Dist., Taipei City 11065, Taiwan (R.O.C.), license number 2018 FSC SICE No. 
024, Tel. +886 2 8789 2788. 

In Singapore: Provided by Natixis Investment Managers Singapore (name registration no. 53102724D) to distributors and 
institutional investors for informational purposes only.  Natixis Investment Managers  Singapore is a division of Ostrum Asset 
Management Asia Limited (company registration no. 199801044D). Registered address of Natixis Investment Managers 
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In Hong Kong: Provided by Natixis Investment Managers Hong Kong Limited to institutional/ corporate professional investors 
only.  

In Australia: Provided by Natixis Investment Managers Australia Pty Limited (ABN 60 088 786 289) (AFSL No. 246830) and 
is intended for the general information of financial advisers and wholesale clients only .   

In New Zealand: This document is intended for the general information of New Zealand wholesale investors only and does 
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In Latin America: Provided by Natixis Investment Managers S.A.  



In Uruguay: Provided by Natixis Investment Managers Uruguay S.A., a duly registered investment advisor, authorised and 
supervised by the Central Bank of Uruguay. Office: San Lucar 1491, Montevideo, Uruguay, CP 11500. The sale or offer of 
any units of a fund qualifies as a private placement pursuant to section 2 of Uruguayan law 18,627.  

In Colombia: Provided by Natixis Investment Managers S.A. Oficina de Representación (Colombia) to professional clients for 
informational purposes only as permitted under Decree 2555 of 2010. Any products, services or investments referred to herein 
are rendered exclusively outside of Colombia. This material does not constitute a public offering in Colombia and is addressed 
to less than 100 specifically identified investors.  

In Mexico Provided by Natixis IM Mexico, S. de R.L. de C.V., which is not a regulated financial entity, securities intermediary, 
or an investment manager in terms of the Mexican Securities Market Law (Ley del Mercado de Valores) and is not registered 
with the Comisión Nacional Bancaria y de Valores (CNBV) or any other Mexican authority. Any products, services or 
investments referred to herein that require authorization or license are rendered exclusively outside of Mexico. While shares 
of certain ETFs may be listed in the Sistema Internacional de Cotizaciones (SIC), such listing does not represent a public 
offering of securities in Mexico, and therefore the accuracy of this information has not been confirmed by the CNBV. Natixis 
Investment Managers is an entity organized under the laws of France and is not authorized by or registered with the CNBV or 
any other Mexican authority. Any reference contained herein to “Investment Managers” is made to Natixis Investment 
Managers and/or any of its investment management subsidiaries, which are also not authorized by or registered with the 
CNBV or any other Mexican authority. 

The above referenced entities are business development units of Natixis Investment Managers, the holding company of a 
diverse line-up of specialised investment management and distribution entities worldwide. The investment management 
subsidiaries of Natixis Investment Managers conduct any regulated activities only in and from the jurisdictions in which they 
are licensed or authorized. Their services and the products they manage are not available to all investors in all jurisdictions. It 
is the responsibility of each investment service provider to ensure that the offering or sale of fund shares or third party 
investment services to its clients complies with the relevant national law. 

The provision of this material and/or reference to specific securities, sectors, or markets within this material does not constitute 
investment advice, or a recommendation or an offer to buy or to sell any security, or an offer of any regulated financial activity. 
Investors should consider the investment objectives, risks and expenses of any investment carefully before investing. The 
analyses, opinions, and certain of the investment themes and processes referenced herein represent the views of the portfolio 
manager(s) as of the date indicated. These, as well as the portfolio holdings and characteristics shown, are subject to change. 
There can be no assurance that developments will transpire as may be forecasted in this material. Past performance 
information presented is not indicative of future performance.  

Although Natixis Investment Managers believes the information provided in this material to be reliable, including that from third 
party sources, it does not guarantee the accuracy, adequacy, or completeness of such information. This material may not be 
distributed, published, or reproduced, in whole or in part. 

All amounts shown are expressed in USD unless otherwise indicated. 
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